Abstract-Clock signals are responsible for a significant portion of dynamic power in FPGAs owing to their high toggle frequency and capacitance. Clock signals are distributed to loads through a programmable routing tree network, designed to provide low delay and low skew. The placement step of the FPGA CAD flow plays a key role in influencing clock power, as clock tree branches are connected based solely on the placement of the clock loads. In this paper, we present a placement-based approach to clock power reduction based on an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation. Our technique is intended to be used as an optimization post-pass executed after traditional placement, and it offers fine-grained control of the amount by which clock power is optimized versus other placement criteria. Results show that the proposed technique reduces clock network capacitance by over 50% with minimal deleterious impact on post-routed wirelength and circuit speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Society today is in the midst of a mobile electronics revolution, with an enthusiastic public embracing devices such as the Blackberry, iPhone, netbook, and the iPad. The power consumption of fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs) excludes them from this revolution, and in fact, power stands as a key barrier to PLD market growth. The reason for this is an FPGA's inherent programmability. The overhead associated with programmability comes at a high energy cost and recent work suggests that dynamic power is 7-14× higher in FPGAs compared with custom standard cell ASICs for implementing a given logic function [1] . Significant reductions are needed in FPGA power to close the gap with ASICs, and to enable their use in the types of mobile devices that are transforming modern society.
FPGA power reduction has been an active research area in recent years, with a variety of techniques being proposed to reduce power at the CAD, architecture and circuit levels. Dynamic power dissipation in CMOS circuits can be modeled as P = i∈nets fi · Ci · V 2 , where fi represents the toggle rate of signal i (i.e. i's switching activity), Ci represents the capacitance of signal i, and V represents supply voltage. Clock power is a major source of power dissipation in FPGAs. Naturally, clocks have very high fanout (high capacitance) and toggle at a high frequency (high switching activity). Prior work has shown that clocks comprise from 20-39% of power consumption in commercial FPGAs [2, 3] . In this paper, we offer a CAD technique to reduce dynamic power dissipated in the FPGA clock network.
Clock signals in FPGAs are distributed to loads (i.e. flip-flops and sequential hard-IP blocks) through a pre-fabricated programmable routing tree network. This is in constrast to custom ASICs where the clock tree is "custom-built" by the router based on the placement of clock loads. In FPGAs, programmable switches within the tree are turned on as needed to feed the clock signal to portions of the clock tree. Meaning that clocks are only distributed to portions of the tree where placed loads require them. The power consumption of the clock network can therefore be reduced through a careful placement of clock loads, thereby lowering the number of clock tree wire segments that are needed to route the clock signals.
In this paper, a placement-based optimization technique is proposed to reduce routing capacitance of the FPGA clock network. The clock power reduction problem is formulated as an integer linear program (ILP), executed as an optimization pass after traditional core logic placement is complete. To our knowledge, ours is the first work to apply ILP to FPGA power reduction.
We believe our work is particularly suitable when clock power cannot be directly incorporated into the placer's objective function, as is the case when analytical (e.g. non-iterative) placement techniques are used for the core placement algorithm, such as FastPlace [4] . Analytical placers formulate the placement problem mathematically as a system of equations to be solved, and require a continuous and differentiable objective function. Measuring FPGA clock resource usage is a discrete problem, and therefore difficult to optimize within an analytical placement algorithm. While simulated annealing has been used for FPGA placement in the past, it scales poorly with design size, and analytical approaches exhibit superior scalability [5] . There is a need, then, for clock power optimization approaches such as ours that can operate outside of the annealing context. Notably, the Xilinx commercial FPGA placer is based on analytical techniques [6] , and we therefore expect the proposed techniques will be of interest to the FPGA vendors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work on clock power reduction in FPGAs and reviews integer linear programming. Section III introduces the proposed clock power reduction scheme. An experimental study is presented in Section IV. Conclusions and suggestions for future work appear in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Clock Network Model
We use the clock distribution network model shown in Fig. 1 , inspired by both Xilinx and Altera commercial FPGAs [7, 8] . The FPGA chip is divided into clock regions for the purposes of clock signal distribution. We assume that each quadrant of the chip corresponds to a clock region. Clock routing resources are organized as a tree structure to minimize clock skew. At the top of the tree are vertical root spines that feed the clock signals to the horizontal spines in each region. The horizontal spines drive vertical half-spines within the regions, which ultimately deliver clock signals to logic blocks.
In the commercial FPGA context, the Xilinx Virtex-5 65 nm family of FPGAs [8] has 32 top-level root spines that deliver clock signals to regions. Virtex-5 regions are 20 logic block tiles in height and span half of the device width. At most 10 of the 32 clock signals can be driven into each region and any of these 10 signals can be routed to a logic block in the region. Altera Stratix-III FPGAs [7] have quadrantoriented regions, similar to the model assumed here. Note that while we use the model of Fig. 1 in this paper, our approach applies equally well to other clock routing architectures.
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B. Clock Power Reduction in FPGA Placement
Several recent works have considered reducing clock power during the placement phase of the CAD flow. Lamoureux and Wilton incorporated clock power into simulated annealing-based placement. They designed a cost function that aimed to reduce the clock capacitance within a region and also reduce the number of regions spanned by a clock signal [9] . Actel and Xilinx considered clock power in the industrial context in two recent papers and showed promising results [10, 11] . Both industrial works reduce the number of used clock spines through a cost function in an iterative annealing-style placer framework.
In our recent related work, we proposed incorporating clock gating capabilities at different points within the clock distribution network [13] . Enable pins were added to the programmable switches within the clock tree, permitting the clock signal to be temporarily shut off to certain logic blocks on the device. A placer cost function was designed to locate logic blocks with shared clock enables in a manner favourable to the underlying clock gating architecture.
The approach proposed in this paper has several differences relative to the prior approaches. In prior works, clock power was incorporated as a term in a composite placer objective function and then optimized within an iterative placement framework (e.g. simulated annealing). In such approaches, it is problematic to attach the correct "weight" to the clock power term, and effectively manage the impact of clock power on other placement criteria. In this paper, our approach uses formal techniques to reduce clock power as a post-pass placer optimization. We incorporate flexibility into the formulation permitting one to directly control the amount by which clock power reduction can affect other placer metrics. Moreover, unlike simulated annealing-based placement, which is heuristic and non-deterministic, our approach can be applied to find the minimal (optimal) number of clock resources for a region. Our approach bears some similarity to a very recent work by Chakraborty and Pan who attacked clock power in a structured ASIC context [12] .
C. Integer Linear Programming
Linear programming (LP) is a formal optimization technique with broad application in CAD and other areas (such as operations re- search). In LP, the objective function is a linear function of the variables. Linear equality and inequality constraints on the variables may also be specified in the formulation. LP programs with real-valued variables can be solved efficiently in polynomial time. However, if the LP variables are required to be integers, then the LP problem is called an integer linear program (ILP). ILP problems generally fall into the NP-hard complexity class. Despite its worst-case complexity, ILP can be applied successfully to many practical problems, with a recent example being the constrained placement of I/Os in FPGAs with multiple signaling standards [14] .
In this work, we cast the clock power reduction problem as an ILP problem and use a publicly-available LP solver to solve the formulation [15] .
III. CLOCK POWER REDUCTION IN PLACEMENT
In the clock network model used in this paper ( Fig. 1) , vertical halfspines are the final branches in the clock network that deliver the clock signals to logic blocks. A clock signal is only routed from a horizontal spine to a vertical half-spine if there exists at least one logic block requiring that signal in the column adjacent to the vertical half-spine. Clock signals of any reasonable fanout will have loads spanning across many (possibly even most) columns, and thereby require many vertical half-spines. In such cases, the clock network capacitance is mainly determined by the number of vertical half-spines needed to route to each of the clock network loads.
The key idea in our approach (as in [11, 10] ) is to place the load blocks of clock signals across as few columns as possible, thereby reducing the number of vertical half-spines required in the clock routing. To illustrate, consider the example placement shown in By adjusting the placement of logic blocks, we can reduce the number of vertical half-spines required to route clock signals. Fig. 3 shows an optimized placement of the blocks in Fig. 2 . In the optimized placement, all of the blocks using A and C have been moved to the first column; those blocks using clocks B and D have been moved to columns 2 and 3, respectively. The optimized placement uses 4 vertical halfspines, whereas the original placement required 9 -a significant reduction in clock capacitance.
The input to our approach is a placement that has presumably been optimized according to the traditional metrics of wirelength and tim- ing. It is desirable to minimize the disruption to wirelength and timing when altering the placement for the purpose of clock power minimization. With this in mind, our approach incorporates a maximum allowable manhattan move distance for each logic block relative to its original location. Clock power is optimized subject to such move distance restrictions. In Fig. 3 , each logic block was permitted to move a distance of at most one from its original placement in Fig. 2 . One can expect that with increasing maximum move distances, more clock power reduction will be possible, at the expense of increased wirelength and critical path delay.
A. ILP Formulation
Given a completely placed design (for example, as produced by VPR [16] or any other placement algorithm), we optimize clock power on a region-by-region basis. Specifically, we formulate and solve a separate ILP problem for each clock region, computing a new placement for the blocks placed within that region. The ILP problems for each region are independent from one another and can be solved in parallel, making our approach well-suited to implementation on a multi-core processor. We begin by defining the key variables used in our ILP formulation:
• clks: the set of all clock signals that are required in the clock region.
• cols: the set of all columns in the clock region.
• CSi,j: takes on a value of 1 if a vertical half-spine is required in column j to route clock signal i; 0 otherwise.
The objective function of our formulation is the number of vertical half-spines spanned by clocks in the region. Each time a clock signal is used in a column of the region, a vertical half-spine is required to deliver the signal to that column. Consequently, we seek to minimize the number of columns spanned by the loads of each clock signal in the region:
To compute the CS value in (1) for each clock signal and column, we introduce several additional variables:
• locs: the set of all locations in the clock region that logic blocks can be placed in.
• blkm,n: takes on a value of 1 if block m is placed in location n; 0 otherwise.
• mov locm: the set of all locations that block m can be placed in, subject to the allowable manhattan movement distance.
• blks clk i : the set of all blocks that require clock signal i in the clock region.
• α: a large integer (1000 was used in our experiments).
• colj : the set of all locations in column j.
• origi: the original location of block i in the input placement.
Using the variables above, we solve to find the minimum value for φ in (1) subject to the following constraints (which are described in detail below):
Constraint (2) (placement) ensures that each logic block is placed in exactly one location within its permissible movement window. Constraint (3) (exclusivity) is required to produce a feasible nonoverlapping placement: each location within the clock region can accommodate at most a single logic block.
Constraint (4) deserves a detailed elaboration, as this constraint is responsible for setting the values of the CSi,j variables that are directly used in the objective function (1). The idea is that we want CSi,j to be set to 1 when clock signal i is needed by a logic block placed in column j. Constraint (4) is established for each clock signal (i) and column (j) in the region. For each such clock signal and column pair combination, the double summation counts the number of blocks placed on column j that require signal i. If the computed summation is at least one, then constraint (4) dictates that CSi,j must be at least 1; and, signal i is needed on column j and a vertical halfspine will be required in the clock routing of i. The right-hand side of the inequality in (4) multiplies CSi,j with α, where α is a large positive quantity. The objective function (1) seeks to minimize the sum of CS values, and consequently, constraint (4) will be met in a way that minimizes the CSi,j values. In particular, CSi,j will be set to exactly 1 only for those cases where a load of clock i is used in column j; otherwise, CSi,j will take on value 0.
Finally, constraints (5) and (6) ensure that the variables are binary.
B. Maintaining Placement Quality
We initially experimented with the above formulation and found that while it was successful at minimizing clock capacitance, it also moved logic blocks unnecessarily from their original placement locations. In particular, we observed there to be multiple solutions to the ILP problem. The above formulation encodes no preference for any one solution over another. In general, across the different solutions, it is preferable to choose a solution that minimizes the damage to traditional placement critera -wirelength and timing. To achieve this, we consider an augmented objective function, where we introduce an anchoring term that encourages logic blocks to remain in their original 9C-2 placement positions, where possible:
The anchoring term (the right-hand operand of the + in (7)) counts the number of logic blocks placed in locations other than their original position. The term is weighted by a small scalar constant (0.1), reflecting its tie-breaker role in (7). In our experimental study below, we consider the formulation both with and without the anchoring term.
C. Managing Run-Time
We control run-time in two different ways, the first being what we refer to as the optimization window size. Recall that the target FPGA has four regions (see Fig. 1 ) and that our approach works on a regionby-region basis. A key observation is that we do not need to optimize the entire region at once with a single ILP problem instance. Instead, we can consider a window of columns within the region and formulate the (smaller) ILP problem instance for the window. After optimizing cell placement within a window, we slide the window by one column to a new position, and formulate a new ILP problem instance to be solved. The windowed optimization continues until the entire region is optimized. Since our optimization involves moving blocks between columns, the minimum sensible window size to consider is 2. Large windows will produce larger ILP problem instances, and will likely yield improved quality-of-result. Note that as we slide the window and formulate new ILP problem instances, we ensure that the maximum permissible move distance constraint for each block is honored.
The second way we manage run-time is through a time-out parameter supplied to the ILP solver. One can specify a limit (in seconds) on the solver run-time and if the limit is exceeded, the solver returns the best solution found so far. We experimented with various caps on the total number of seconds permitted for optimization of an entire circuit. We allocate time as follows: Say, for example, we wish to allow 100 seconds to optimize the circuit, we compute the total number of ILP problem instances to be solved, t, which depends on the optimization window size. We then specify a time limit to the solver of 100/t seconds for solving each ILP problem instance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We implemented the ILP-based clock power optimization within the VPR place and route framework [16] and use the VPR placement as input to our algorithm. We target an FPGA architecture with 10 4-LUT/flip-flop pairs per logic block and length-4 wire segments. To our knowledge, there are no publicly available benchmark circuits that contain multiple clock domains. Consequently, for this investigation, we altered the 20 combinational and sequential benchmark circuits that are most commonly used in FPGA research (i.e. [17] ) to contain multiple clock signals. The logic blocks in each circuit were arbitrarily divided into four groups -each corresponding to a different clock domain. Although we synthetically transform the circuits into multiclock domain circuits, we believe the approach is reasonable enough to demonstrate the utility of our approach and illustrate trade-offs between clock power and other criteria.
For each circuit cct, we determined the minimum number of tracks per channel, Wmin,cct, needed to route the circuit in the unmodified VPR (clock unaware). Then, for all experiments conducted, the circuit was routed in an architecture with 1.3×Wmin,cct tracks per channel 1 . In this way, we held the routing architecture invariant, allowing us to see the impact of our placement changes alone. The comparative baseline for all experiments is unmodified VPR (which does not optimize clock power).
A. Alternative Approach for Comparison
To help us to understand whether the results produced by the proposed ILP approach are reasonable, we implemented our own version of the annealing-based placement approach described in [18] 2 . The annealing-based placer in VPR uses a composite cost function that optimizes both wirelength and timing: Cost = α · W ireLength + β · T iming. We extended the annealing cost function to include an additional term which counts the number of used clock spines for the current placement:
We implemented the tilt factor described in [18] that attempts to steer the annealer towards good solutions as follows: 1) when no logic blocks are using a spine, the cost for the spine is zero; and, 2) when logic blocks are initially added to a spine, the tilt factor cost ramps up quickly; and, 3) when the spine is 1/2 full, the tilt factor cost increases slowly, up to a maximum when the spine is full. A specific tilt factor function was not given in [18] . For a given spine, s, we found that the tilt function below works well. Let m represent the number of logic blocks using spine s, and S the number of locations available on the spine. The tilt for s is defined to be:
That is, the tilt cost increases with slope 1.5 as blocks are initially added to the spine, and then increases more gradually (with slope 0.5) when the spine is more than half full. The SpineCost in (8) is set equal to the sum of the tilt cost for each spine in each region.
Note that the comparison with an annealing approach is only to ensure that our method produces reasonable quality results. The main value of our approach is that it can be applied in non-annealing-based placers.
B. Results In Fig. 4 a) , we observe that our approach is quite effective in reducing vertical clock spine count. When the permissible move distance is 1, the vertical clock spine count is reduced by 37%, on average. Increasing the permissible move distance to 2 yields a 45% reduction in clock spine count. No significant improvements are observed when the permissible distance is increased beyond 2. Fig. 4 b) shows the increase to the post-routed wirelength of logic signals owing to the clock power optimization (i.e. the increase in the # of wire segments used in the routing). The 37% decrease in clock spine usage (distance 1) is associated with a 3% increase in logic signal wirelength; the 45% 2 The work in [18] was done at Actel Corp. and as such, the program code is proprietary and not released publicly. decrease in clock spine usage (distance 2) is associated with a 5.5% increase in logic signal wirelength. Increased logic signal wirelength will lead to higher capacitance and power. The increases in wirelength are, in essence, the "cost" of the reduction in clock spine usage. Below, we attempt to estimate the net power benefit of our approach. Fig. 5 shows that larger spine count reductions are achieved versus when the optimization window size is 2. Spine count reductions are 40%, 52-54%, and 58-61% for permissible move distances of 1, 2 and 3, respectively, relative to baseline VPR. The larger optimization window size (4) allows more freedom for cell movement and a broader view of the optimization space, yielding better clock power results. In Fig. 5 b) we see that coupled with the decreases in clock spine count, are increases in post-routed wirelength. Post-routed wirelength is increased by 3%, 6-7%, and 10-11%, for permissible move distances of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For a permissible move distance of 4, the clock spine count reductions are no better than with a move distance of 3, and the wirelength is considerably worse. For completeness, Table I gives detailed results for each circuit for a permissible move distance of 2, corresponding to an average spine count reduction of 54% at a cost of 6.8% wirelength increase. The spine count reductions are quite consistent across all circuits, as is the increase in routing wire segment usage. We also ran experiments without the anchoring term in the formulation (i.e. using objective function (1)). Without the anchoring term, wirelength was increased by 9.3% for a permissible move distance of 2 (versus 6.8% with the anchoring term).
In Fig. 5 , we observe that the five different run-time limits affect the results when the optimization window size is 4. With a small run-time limit (50 or 100 seconds), and a move distance of 2 or 3, the ILP solver terminates early for some benchmark circuits, prior to finding the optimal solution. This is apparent with move distance 3, where clock alu4  73  8148  34  8664  apex2  92  13021  39  13758  apex4  74  9740  32  10410  bigkey  66  13870  32  14306  clma  217  64526  109  68509  des  78  17913  42  18927  diffeq  65  5578  31  6340  dsip  67  13056  30  13733  elliptic  113  18857  46  20433  ex1010  154  36901  71  39430  ex5p  60  9404  27  10185  frisc  118  22549  48  24023  misex3  73  8537  34  8848  pdc  163  42788  70  44606  s298  97  7716  45  8123  s38417  193  26605  88  29296  s38584.1  199  30842  92  33685  seq  86  11830  40  12884  spla  147  28673  65  30117  tseng  49  4981  22 spine count is reduced by several additional percent when additional solver run-time is allowed. We now consider the quality of our solutions relative to those produced by an alternative approach -clock power reduction in simulated annealing-based placement [18] . The wirelength and timing terms in (8) are weighted automatically by VPR (parameters α and β); however, it is not straightforward to weight the clock power reduction term in the annealing cost function, i.e. how to set weight parameter γ in (8) . We therefore placed and routed the benchmark circuits multiple times, each with a different weight (γ). For each weight, we computed the geometric mean spine count and wirelength across all circuits. We then computed the percentage change versus the baseline VPR (which does not consider clock power).
The results for the annealing approach are shown in Fig. 6 . The vertical axis shows the average % increase in wirelength; the horizontal axis shows the % spine reduction. Each data point in Fig. 6 represents the mean result across all benchmarks for one weight. Weight values increase from left to right in the figure. Weight is very effective 9C-2 in controlling the trade-off between clock power and other criteria. When the clock power weight is very low, we actually see slightly improved wirelength vs. baseline VPR, which is counter-intuitive and we believe is due to the additional variability in the cost function affecting the annealing schedule (which is dynamic/adaptive). As weight is increased to a large value, clock power dominates wirelength in the annealing cost function: large spine count reductions are achieved at a very high wirelength cost. The "knee" of the curve corresponds to an average spine count reduction of 60% at a cost of 3-4% in wirelength, which is fairly close to the results achieved by our approach, giving us confidence that our method produces reasonably good results. We reinforce that our approach is not intended to beat prior techniques in quality. Rather, we offer an new formulation for clock power reduction that can be applied in scenarios where prior techniques cannot work, such as analytical placement.
Just as the proposed optimization impacts logic signal wirelength, it also affects post-routed critical path delay (as reported by VPR). We found that with an optimization window size of 2 and with a permissible move distance of 2, critical path delay was increased by 3-4%, on average 3 . With an optimization window size of 4, with a permissible move distance of 2 or 3, critical path delay was increased by 5-9%, on average. Many applications do not need to operate at the highest possible speed, and therefore, while the technique does reduce performance, we believe it will be useful for power-sensitive applications. Note that in general, the speed reduction does not imply that the nonpower-aware baseline can be run at a lower speed to achieve the same power as our approach: Comparing the baseline implementation of a circuit with our implementation of the same circuit, both running at a specific clock speed, our implementation will provide better power characteristics (estimated below). Full performance data is excluded due to page limitations. Note that it is easy for our approach to disallow moves for blocks on the critical path -such blocks can be given a single (fixed) location in the ILP formulation.
Regarding the scalability of our approach to modern industrial designs, as noted earlier, the proposed approach is suitable for a multicore parallel implementation, with different cores optimizing clock regions and/or windows concurrently. We also stress that in commercial FPGAs such as Xilinx Virtex-5, the clock regions are just 20 logic blocks high, making the windowed optimization approach viable.
C. Projected Power Benefit
While commercial power estimation tools from FPGA vendors can measure clock power, there is currently no publicly available power estimation framework for FPGA clock power that can handle the clock architectures considered in this paper. Consequently, we make a rough back-of-the-envelope projection of the total dynamic power benefit as follows: Based on the results above, we estimate that the proposed method reduces clock capacitance by ∼50% and that clock power comprises ∼25% of total FPGA dynamic power. The clock power reductions come at a cost of 6% increase in the routed wirelength of logic signals and a corresponding increase in the capacitance of those signals. Toggles on logic signals are assumed to comprise ∼50% of total FPGA power [3, 2] . Hence, the optimizations reduce total power by 0.5 × 25% = 12.5%, but increase total power by 0.06 × 50% = 3.0%, yielding a projected net benefit of ∼9%. While the power improvements are modest, the observed improvements are for clock power only and the technique can be a useful part of a poweraware CAD flow, in particular, one that includes power optimization of the logic (non-clock) signals. We expect the approach may particularly benefit designs that contain very high frequency clock signals. 3 VPR reports critical path delay as though the designs have a single clock domain. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Clock power is a significant component of overall power in FPGA circuits. In this paper, we presented a placement-based technique for reducing FPGA clock power. The clock power reduction problem is formulated as an integer linear program, executed as a post-pass after traditional core placement is complete. Results show our method can reduce the number of used clock spine resources by over 50%, with minimal damage to traditional placer metrics. To our knowledge, no prior work has applied formal mathematical techniques to power reduction in FPGA CAD. The proposed method is useful when the core placement algorithm is non-iterative, e.g. analytical placement.
Future work involves evaluating the proposed ILP-based technique within a comprehensive power-aware FPGA CAD system that optimizes power throughout the flow, including in synthesis, packing, placement and routing.
